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EPI  |  DESIGN YOUR LIFE 

We work continuously to develop new products using innovative materials and techniques 
and combine them with style. Creating functional and sustainable design is our strength. 
EPI Gusto and Rocca floors are our latest innovations. They combine the classic terrazzo 
look with the qualities of a cast floor; strong, comfortable and stylish.

EPI colour collection
For an authentic terrazzo look we carefully developed the gorgeous EPI Gusto and Rocca 
Colour Collection. EPI Gusto and Rocca floors are available in twelve design colours, with 
fine granules mixed in. Gusto is a single colour floor, Rocca is a blend floor that combines 
two shades. 

De EPI Gusto and Rocca floors are: 
• Seamless and liquid-tight
• Easy to clean and maintain
• Remains elastic so less prone to cracking
• Available in 12 beautiful colours

Suitable for: 
• Residential
• Schools
• Corporate offices and cafeterias
• Hotels, lobbies and atriums
• Museums & Art galleries 
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Color fastness | The colors in this brochure are indications.

Rocca Fawn | Blend Rocca Summer | Blend Rocca Hippo | Blend Rocca Brownie | Blend

Gusto Milky | Solid Gusto Fudge | Solid Gusto Cube | Solid Gusto Shale | Solid

EPI  |  ABOUT US 

EPI is  a family business and for over 30 years it has been producing and supplying first-class products 
to flooring companies worldwide. Sustainable operating is engrained in our corporate identity. Our 
goal is to see future generations grow up healthy and happy. This is why our products consist mainly of 
unprocessed natural raw materials such as biopolymers and natural fillers.
That is our commitment to create a better environment. 

Strong and wear-resistant
It is not often that comfort and strength are combined. However our R&D team successfully developed a 
floor that is comfortable, as well as strong and durable. The floor can handle different types of loads and 
is UV resistant, which means sun- and daylight have no effect on the colour of the floor. An Epi Rocca or 
Gusto floor has an average lifespan of 40 years, this floor will last a lifetime!

Stylish look
EPI Gusto and Rocca floors have the authentic look of a Terrazzo floor. Whether you prefer a classic, or 
modern style, this versatile floor can do it all. The mix of colours and various materials ensures a unique 
floor that compliments your interior and meets your specific requirements.

The EPI Gusto floor has a single colour as a base to which fine granules are added for the Terrazzo look. 
The EPI Rocca floor has a blend, mix of two colours, as a base to which fine granules are added.

Gespecialiseerde applicateurs
At EPI we produce floors, we do not install them. We trust our worldwide network of specialist flooring 
companies with the installation of our flooring systems. Our partners all have in common that they love 
their craft and have a great eye for detail. We will connect you with our carefully selected installers.

Sustainable & Strong

The EPI Gusto and Rocca floors are both strong, wear resistant and UV-stable, 
eliminating colour changes. The mix of ingredients ensures the floor is more 
resistant to point loads and will last a lifetime. The floor is made of 70-80% 
natural ingredients. 

Comfortable 

The floor has a luxurious feel and is sound reducing. Because of the terrazzo 
look dirt doesn’t show as much. The floor takes on the temperature of its 
surroundings, especially in combination with floor heating this makes for a very 
comfy feeling.

Low maintenance 

The EPI Gusto and Rocca floors are easy to keep clean, seamless and low 
maintenance. Perfect in combination with floor heating or over existing floors
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